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Greenwood Memorial Bath House is one of the state’s leading training facilities 
for swimmers, but a lack of funding and a deterioration of the building have caused the 
bathhouse to become highly energy inefficient.  This project used data logging 
thermometers and infrared temperature readers as well as fluid modeling software to 
suggest energy saving methods that could be implemented in order to save money heating 
the bathhouse and pool.  A multiphase project is proposed using solar energy, insulating 
measures, and energy recovery devices to save money on heating fuel and to decrease the 
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Conduction is the most basic form of heat transfer with transfer occurring 
between 2 surfaces in contact.  This concept depends on 4 variables, temperature 
difference, surface area, conductive coefficient, and material thickness [2].  These 
variables all come together in Fourier's law that states that Q, or flux, is: 
 
In this one-dimensional equation if TA is equal to TB then there will be no heat transfer 
between the two materials.  Also if the thickness of the material is too high there will be 
negligible heat transfer. 


































































































































































   Material: wood (solid) 
 
      Property               Units    Method     Value(s)    
      --------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                kg/m3    constant   700         
      Cp (Specific Heat)     j/kg-k   constant   2310        
      Thermal Conductivity   w/m-k    constant   0.173       
 
   Material: Skylight (solid) 
 
      Property               Units    Method     Value(s)    
      --------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                kg/m3    constant   2000        
      Cp (Specific Heat)     j/kg-k   constant   840         
      Thermal Conductivity   w/m-k    constant   2           
 
   Material: Lower Window (solid) 
 
      Property               Units    Method     Value(s)    
      --------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                kg/m3    constant   2000        
      Cp (Specific Heat)     j/kg-k   constant   840         
      Thermal Conductivity   w/m-k    constant   1.05        
 
   Material: Upper Window (solid) 
 
      Property               Units    Method     Value(s)      
      ----------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                kg/m3    constant   2000          
      Cp (Specific Heat)     j/kg-k   constant   840           
      Thermal Conductivity   w/m-k    constant   0.95999998    
 
   Material: fiberglass (solid) 
 
      Property               Units    Method     Value(s)    
      --------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                kg/m3    constant   200         
      Cp (Specific Heat)     j/kg-k   constant   387         
      Thermal Conductivity   w/m-k    constant   0.048       
 
   Material: concrete (solid) 
 
      Property               Units    Method     Value(s)    
      --------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                kg/m3    constant   600         
  45 
      Cp (Specific Heat)     j/kg-k   constant   1000        
      Thermal Conductivity   w/m-k    constant   0.19        
 
   Material: air (fluid) 
 
      Property                        Units      Method     Value(s)      
      ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                         kg/m3      constant   1.225         
      Cp (Specific Heat)              j/kg-k     constant   1006.43       
      Thermal Conductivity            w/m-k      constant   0.0242        
      Viscosity                       kg/m-s     constant   1.7894e-05    
      Molecular Weight                kg/kgmol   constant   28.966        
      L-J Characteristic Length       angstrom   constant   3.711         
      L-J Energy Parameter            k          constant   78.6          
      Thermal Expansion Coefficient   1/k        constant   0             
      Degrees of Freedom                         constant   0             
      Speed of Sound                  m/s        none       #f            
 
   Material: aluminum (solid) 
 
      Property               Units    Method     Value(s)    
      --------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                kg/m3    constant   2719        
      Cp (Specific Heat)     j/kg-k   constant   871         
      Thermal Conductivity   w/m-k    constant   202.4       
 
 
